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Background: Reduction of functional mitral regurgitation (MR) has been observed in patients receiving cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). 
However, the impact of improvement in MR on left ventricular (LV) reverse remodeling has not been fully explored.
Methods: This study consisted of 83 patients, of whom 48 patients had more than mild MR and 35 showed no MR at baseline. MR volume was 
computed by the continuity equation method. Instantaneous MR flow rate was measured by proximal flow convergence method at early and late 
systolic phase. Echocardiography was performed at baseline and 3 months for changes in MR and LV reverse remodeling.
Results: At 3 months after CRT, there was reduction in MR volume (38±20 vs. 33±21ml) with a decline in both early (71±52 vs. 60±51ml/s) and 
late (49±46 vs. 42±46ml/s) (all p<0.05) systolic MR flow rate. LV reverse remodeling was observed with decrease in LV end-systolic volume (LVESV) 
(123±48 vs. 102±50ml, p<0.001). The changes in MR volume (r=0.664, p<0.001), early (r=0.631, p<0.001) and late (r=0.537, p<0.001) systolic 
MR flow rate was significantly correlated with changes in LVESV. When compared the extent of reduction in LVESV, it was greatest in patients with 
significant reduction in MR (defined as ≥10% reduction in MR volume) (n=23, -29.8±12.0%), least in patients without significant reduction in MR 
(n=25, -5.5±8.6%) and intermediate in patients without baseline MR (n=35, -18.6±16.6%) (all p<0.05). The corresponding response rate (define as 
≥15% reduction in LVESV) was 91.3%, 20.0% and 54.3% respectively in the 3 groups (χ2=24.54, p<0.001).
Conclusions: Reduction in both early and late systolic components of functional MR contributes to LV reverse remodeling after CRT. Furthermore, 
the extent of LV reverse remodeling is dependent on whether patients have reduction of MR after CRT.
